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unprecedented extent to which the feelings of the masse: People had been enlisted in his favor had added much to this bias.    Apprehensions arising from that and kindred stimulated by the gossips of the Capital, a class to whose diplomatists are always ready to listen, had, I found, grc sort of panic.   An idea of the nature and prevalence of t ing may be formed by recurring to the interview between Mrs. Livingston and myself at Philadelphia.   If persons intelligence so well acquainted with Gen. Jackson, under the many admirable and strong traits in his character an sincerely solicitous for his success, could imbibe such gloon of the state of affairs at the seat of Government, in respect 1 in which the Foreign Ministers took great interest, what m been those of the Ministers themselves, entertaining in adv apprehensions to which I have alluded.
I made it my business, without delay, to see Baron Huyj Minister from Holland, with whom as a brother Dutchma previously established very friendly relations, and Sir Cl: Vaughan, the British Envoy, with whom I had been for sc also upon intimate and cordial terms, and to do what I remove the unjust impressions of which I have spoken, ai with a degree of success which the elevated character of 1 given me good reason to anticipate. I next invited the Di Corps, by direction of the President, to meet me in a bod Executive Mansion with a view to their presentation anc evening before the day appointed for that purpose I sent th ing note
To the president. deab sir
In conversation last evening with Mr. Huygens he made a suggest I think deserves consideration. I mentioned to him, as I had befoi Sir Charles Vaughan, that as the only object of the introduction was to relieve them and yourself from the embarrassments resulting very irregular interviews which had previously taken place, it cor necessary to have anything like formal addresses. To this both ass Mr. Huygens added that an impression had been made in Europe favorable character in respect to your dispositions in respect to o" relations; that they (the Diplomatic Corps) had already seen sr relieve whatever apprehensions might have existed upon that point

